Over the recent years, a great deal of effort has been made to age estimation & gender recognization from face images. It has been reported that age can be accurately estimated under controlled environment such as frontal faces, no expression, and static lighting conditions. There are many methods have been proposed in the literature for the age estimation and gender classification. However, all of them have still disadvantage such as not complete reflection about face structure, face texture. These techniques applies to both face alignment and recognition and significantly improves three aspects.
Human-computer interaction systems.
More sophisticated human-computer interaction systems can be built if they are able to identify a human's attribute such as gender. The system can be made more human-like and respond appropriately. A simple scenario would be a robot interacting with a human; it would require the knowledge of gender to address the human appropriately (e.g. as Mr. or Miss). 2. Surveillance systems. In smart surveillance systems, it can assist in restricting areas to one gender only, such as in a train coach or hostel. Automated surveillance systems may also choose to pay more attention or assign a higher threat level to a specific gender. 3. Content-based indexing and searching. With the widespread use of consumer electronic devices such as cameras, a large amount of photos and videos are being produced. Indexing or annotating information such as the number of people in the im-age or video, their age and gender will become easier with automated systems using computer vision. On the other hand, for content-based searching such as looking for a photo of a person, identifying gender as a preprocessing step will reduce the amount of search required in the database. 4. Biometrics. In biometric systems using face recognition, the time for searching the face database can be cut down and separate face recognizers can be trained for each gender to improve accuracy [5] . 5. Demographic collection. Demographic studies systems aim to collect statistics of customers, including demographic information such as gender, for example, walking into a store or looking at a billboard. A system using computer vision can be used to automate the task. 6. Targeted advertising. An electronic billboard system is used to present advertisements on flat panel displays. Targeted advertising is used to display advertisement relevant to the person looking at the billboard based on attributes such as gender. For example, the billboard may choose to show ads of wallets when a male is detected, or handbags in the case of female. In Japan, vending machines that use age and gender information of customer to recommend drinks have seen increased sales [6] .
III.
EXISTING SYSTEM AND LITERATURE REIVEW Facial images are probably the most common biometric characteristic used by humans to make a personal recognition [7] . The face region, which may include external features such as the hair and neck region, is used to make gender identification.
Challenges
The image of a person's face exhibits many variations which may affect the ability of a computer vision system to recognize the gender. We can categorize these variations as being caused by the human or the image capture process. Human factors are due to the characteristics of a person, such as age, ethnicity and facial expressions (neutral, smiling, closed eyes etc.), and the accessories being worn (such as eye glasses and hat). Factors due to the image capture process are the person's head pose, lighting or illumination, and image quality (blurring, noise, low resolution). Head pose refers to the orientation of the head relative to the view of the image capturing device. The human head is limited to three degrees of freedom, as described by the pitch, roll and yaw angles [8] . The impact of age and ethnicity on the accuracy of gender classification has been observed. Benabdelkader and Griffin [9] , after testing their classifier with a set of 12,964 face images, found that a disproportionately large number of elderly females and young males were misclassified. In empirical studies by Guo et al. [10] using several classification method on a large face database, it was found that gender classification accuracy was significantly affected by age, with adult faces having higher accuracies than young or senior faces. In [11] , when a generic gender classifier trained for all ethnicities was tested on a specific ethnicity, the result was not as good as a classifier trained specifically for that ethnicity.
Preprocessing
After the face is segmented from the image, some preprocessing may be applied. It helps to reduce the sensitivity of the classifier to variations such as illumination, pose and detection inaccuracies. Graf and Wichmann [12] pointed that cues such as brightness and size will be learnt by the classifier such as SVM to produce artificially better performance. Preprocessing that may be applied to the face image include: ─ Normalize for contrast and brightness (e.g. using histogram equalization) ─ Removal of external features such as hair and neck region ─ Geometric alignment (either manually or using automatic methods) ─ Downsizing to reduce the number of pixels For efficiency, it is preferable that the face image does not undergo alignment as it requires significant time [13] . In a study by Mäkinen and Raisomo [14] , it was found that automatic alignment methods did not increase gender classification rate while manual alignment increased the classification rate a little. They concluded that automatic alignment methods need to be improved. Also, alignment is best done before downsizing. If alignment is not done, deliberately adding misaligned faces to the training data seems to help make the classifier robust to face misalignments [15] .
Facial feature extraction
We broadly categorize feature extraction methods for face gender classification into geometric-based and appearance-based methods, following [9] [16] . The former is based on measurements of facial landmarks. Geometric relationships between these points are maintained but other useful information may be thrown away [9] and the process of extracting the point locations need to be accurate [17] . Appearance-based methods are based on some operation or transformation performed on the pixels of an image. This can be done at the global (holistic) or local level. At the local level, the face may be divided into defined regions such as eyes, nose and mouth or regularly spaced windows. In appearance-based methods, the geometric relationships are naturally maintained [9] , which is advantageous when the gender discriminative features are not exactly known. However, they are sensitive to variations in appearance (due to view, illumination, expression, etc.) [9] and the large number of features [17] . All methods mentioned in the following, other than those under fiducial distances, can be categorized as appearance-based.
Geometry Based Detection
It too uses the concept of Edge Detection using the concept of Canny filter and gradient analysis. All the predominant features/specific location of image is divided into block and each block has a corresponding pixel at centre. All the central pixels of blocks are connected to nearby central pixels with an aim to span the face. [3] 3.5 Appearance Based Approach This approach relies on extraction of facial features to detect face. In this method entire image is processed in two dimensions. All the extracted characteristics are termed as features. In order to identify the face from the given image we would be required to match only those above features that correspond to the features of human face (nose, eyes, mouth etc.). To extract the feature vector, Principal Component analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is used. We are using PCA because as the name suggest it would only compute or retain important/predominant vectors/variables andwould reject the ones that don not contribute to any new information. This results in reducing computing and Time Complexity. [2] IV. CONCLUSION This paper presented an approach to age and gender classification from still image. we investigated two problems of the face processing field, face recognition, and age and gender classification. We reviewed recent developments in these two fields and our survey demonstrated that many of the existing methods suffer from difficulties in analyzing data collected from uncontrolled environments. These difficulties stem from the fact that, in face, gender and age recognition problems, proposing a model that allows for an accurate recognition that can be generalized so as to apply to everyone is not an easy task.
